HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
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Draw, build, or
paint an angel!

Use whatever
materials you most
enjoy working with!

Read a story
about an angel

Angels—The Bodiless Powers
“I believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth
and of all things visible and invisible.”—The Creed
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IN-PERSON

AT HOME

ON-LINE

We could not meet in
person this month, but
watch your mail for
something fun!

Do one of the activity
ideas and have your
parent take a picture of
what you did!

Log into GoToMeeting
on Nov 22 to share &
learn more about
angels!
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Look up an angel
name in the Bible as
a way to find one.

Write a letter to
your guardian
angel

Ask them for their
help in something.

HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

…Angels
On November 8, we celebrated the
“synaxis”—which means “gathering”— of the
Archangel Michael and all other Angels.
Angels are mysterious creatures; most of us
have never seen one (or if we have, we may
not know it!) This is because angels are not
like us or other earthly creatures; they are,
instead, unearthly beings, and as such they
do not have a body made of “stuff.” Usually
they are invisible to us, but they can choose
to take on shapes useful for their particular
jobs as God’s servants. And because one of
their jobs is to bring human beings messages
from God, they often appear to people in the
shape of another person. This probably helps
people be willing to listen to them and not
just run away!
When we see angels pained in icons, they
often have wings…and yet there are very
few descriptions of angels with wings in the
Bible! So why are they shown with wings?
Like so many things in icons, wings on angels
are like a code word. They tell us that angels
often act as God’s messengers, moving quickly
to bring God’s message—as if by flying!

ARE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW NAMED AFTER AN ANGEL?
Some Orthodox Christians are named after angels instead of humans.
Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael are three archangels mentioned in the
Bible or other important Church books. Often boys are given these
names, but there are also versions for girls: Mihaela, Gabriella, and
Raphaela. The remaining archangels have names rarely used: Uriel,
Selaphiel, Jegudiel, Barachiel, and Jeramiel. I wonder why?
Seraphim or Seraphima is another angel name, after the angels who sing
“Holy! Holy! Holy!” around the throne of God. We imitate them whenever
we sing “Holy God, Holy Mighty, Holy Immortal” in the Divine Liturgy.
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